REGULATION
FCI RACING PIGEONS GRAND PRIX
„BEOGRADSKI AS POBEDNIK“ 2020
„BELGRADE ACE THE WINNER“

Host unit: FCI Racing Pigeons Grand Prix
Organizer: Club „Belgrade ACE the Winner“
Country: Republic of Serbia
City: Belgrade
Art. 1
By this Regulation, it is regulated organization and work of the FCI Racing Pigeons Grand Prix one loft
race „Belgrade ACE the Winner“ 2020, located in the Republic of Serbia, the city of Belgrade.
(hereinafter: OLR Belgrade ACE the Winner).
I Condition of participation

Art. 2
OLR „Belgrade ACE the Winner“ accept sport racing pigeons (hereinafter: pigeons) which must be
carrying an official ring of the year 2020 and recognized for the FCI.
The pigeons can compete individualy or as member of a team(s).
For each 5 pigeons, 1 extra pigeons may be sent for free.
The participation fee is € 30/pigeon for the basic competition.
Category „Golden Pigeon“, for each 5 pigeons, 1 extra pigeons may be sent for free.
In the category „Golden pigeon“, all pigeons layed in 2020 that have already paied the participation fee
of € 30 can participate by paying the additionnal fee of € 40 (it means that, if you pay an amount of
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€70/pigeon you will participate in the basic competition and at the competition in the category of
„Golden Pigeon“).
The maximum entered pigeons that can participate and compete to OLR FCI Grand Prix „Belgrade ACE
the Winner“ is 2000, of which 1400 pigeons in the category „Golden Pigeon“
II Registration (Collection time)
Art 3
The registration is opened in the interval from the 1st April 2020 to 31 May 2020.
The pigeon, no older than 30 to 55 days, should wear 2020 ring of its country and should be healthy
young pigeons vaccinated against paramyxovirus at least 10 days before collection.
In addition to the receipt of a paid participation fee, the owner of the pigeons shall provide owner card
and pedigrees with the signature of the owner.
For fanciers from Serbia, the organizer will arrange vaccination and collection of the pigeons.
For fanciers outside Serbia, the organizer will provide the necessary import licenses and organize
collecting of pigeons. The owners should provide the veterinary certificate of their country that will send
together with the pigeons.
In case that the pigeons are lost, injured or dead, during the training and flights around the loft until 15
May, the owners could send the pigeons for free to replace them until 31 May.
Art. 4
After collecting the pigeons, the organizer will organize a veterinary supervision and vaccination against
the pigeon pox and paratyphoses (salmonella).
III Racing events and time
Art. 5
The organizer will organize minimum 7 trainings flights (from 5 to 100 km) and 5 flights (races).
The distance of the final race is 370 km. The final race will be held in 12th September 2020 from
Gradsko.
The races
I
II
III
IV
Finale race
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15th August 2019
22th August 2019
29st August 2019
5th September 2019
12th September 2019

125 km
170 km
210 km
270 km
370 km
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3. Ranking and awards
Art 6
1. For evidence and ranking, there will be used BENZING system.
The points ranking formula: The points = Rank × 1000/ (basket pigeons × Distance)
2. The result of ACE pigeon will come out from all previous races and final race in accordance with the
FCI points ranking formula and put the points together.
3. The pigeon team(s)
a) in accordance to the FCI rules, we will organize a team races
b) fancier (alone or with someone else) can make a team with a maximun of 12 pigeons. In case of
participation in multiple teams, they must be identified as team A, Team B, team C…
The teams in all races have the same names that make scoring easier.
The name of the team is placed behind the name of the fancier or tandem.
c) The organizer will award the category ACE team that comprise max 12 pigeons or less, who have
won at least the FCI Grand Prix points in five races or less, in the condition that the pigeons were placed
in the first 25% of the packaged pigeons per race.
d) The first 10 team teams are awarded in the basic competition
4. Category 3 placements fro five races in the basic competition
The best 3 pigeons in the ranking from 5 races will participate in the final race.
Art 7
The total prize for maximum entered pigeons is € 50.000,00.
For the basic races the maximum prizes are € 10.000,00.
For the category „Golden pigeon“ the total prize is € 40.000,00.
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Art 8
Total prize for the basic competition based on 2000 pigeons:
Ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Final
race
875.00
625.00
375.00
240.00
200.00
185.00
125.00
125.00
125.00
125.00

ACE pigeon
875.00
625.00
375.00
240.50
200.00
185.00
125.00
125.00
125.00
125.00

ACE team
875.00
625.00
375.00
240.00
200.00
185.00
125.00
125.00
125.00
125.00

3 best ranking
from 5 races
625.00
250.00
125.00

OLR Belgrade Ace the Winner, in agreement with sponsors and donors, can increase the prizes for each
race and for the AS/team pigeon category. In case of a change in the number of pigeons, referred in
paragraph 1 of this Article, the prize shall be proportionally changed.
Art 9
Total prize for the category „Golden pigeon“ is based on maximum 1400 pigeons:
Ranking
1
2
3
4
5-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-70

Final
race
8.000,00
4.000,00
2.000,00
1.000.00
400,00
250,00
150,00
100,00
50,00

ACE Pigeon
2.000,00
1.000,00
500,00
350,00
100,00
87,50
62,50
50,00
37,50

ACE Team
2.000,00
1.000,00
500,00
350,00
100,00
87,50
50,00

3 best ranking
from 5 races
1.000,00
500,00
400,00
200,00
100,00

The total prize in the category „Golden pigeon“ is calculated on the basis on 1400 pigeons. In case the
different number of pigeons, the prize will be recalculated.
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Art 10
1. The pigeons from the category „Golden pigeon“ will be ranked on both list, on the basic list, where
will be put all entered pigeons, and on the „Golden Pigeon“ list.
2. The results of the ACE pigeons in the category „Gold pigeon“ will be calculated based on every
results from „Gold pigeon“ races and final „Gold pigeon“ race in according to FCI rules.
3. „Golden pigeon“ category TEAM
a) the team can be consiste of one fancier or more. The team is made of max 12 pigeons.
b) the ranking of the pigeon in reserve will be consider in case of replacement some pigeon from the
team.
c) ACE team in the category of „Golden Pigeon“ will be awarded on the following way:
- the best 3 ranked pigeons from the team will be calculated
- the teams are ranked on the basis of the placements achieved from 5 races, max 15 and less, the order
list is made based on the least FCI Grand Prix points.
- The top 30 teams are rewarded
d) 3 best ranking from 5 races „Golden pigeon“
Ranking is based on the best 3 placements in five races.
It is obligatory to participate in the final year.
The top 10 pigeons are rewarded.
Art 11
In addition to the prize money, article 7, the FCI Grand Prix and the organizer will also awarded the
fallowing:
The 1st place: plaque award and gold medal
The 2nd place: plaque award and silver medal
The 3rd place: plaque award and bronze medal
The 4th to 10 places: plaque award
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In addition to financial awards in the category of „Golden Pigeon“ the following awards will be given:
1 st place

Plaque award

2 nd place

Plaque award

3 rd place

Plaque award

4 th place

Diploma

Art 12
CATEGORY OF THE BEST "WHITE RACING PIGEON"
In this category will be the white racing pigeons who will participate simultaneously with other pigeons
in the standard category or in the "golden pigeon" category.
A separate list will be awarded for white pigeons and the first three in the final race will be awarded
with diplomas as well as the ACE pigeon, the ACE team and 3 placements from 5 races.

V Auction of the pigeons
Art 13
a) All pigeons will be auctioned, through our or some other international website, and if necessary live
on the OLR site itself.
b) 50% of the auction amount achieved belongs to the organizer and 50% belongs to the participant who
sent the pigeon to OLR.
c) In case of problems on the day of the live auction, which are out of our control and which occur
within the last 30 minutes until the auction closes, the auction will be extended by 30 minutes,
d) The payment deadline by the buyer of the auctioned pigeon is 30 days from the day the auction ends.
In case the buyer do not pay for the auctioned pigeons 30 days after the auction was coles, the sale of
that pigeon will be canceled.
e) In this case, the OLR bidder will not receive 50% of that auction.
f) Payment to the OLR participant will be made within 15 days from the expiration of 30 days from the
payment deadline by the buyer.
g) In case the pigeon is not sold at auction the OLR participant can buy his pigeon at a price of 50% of
the starting auction price.
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VI Decisions of the organizer
Art 14
In cases of the force majeure (such as epidemics, avian flu, bad weather condtition, etc.), the OLR
reserve right to change the time of training and competition, as the date and the site of pigeon liberation.
All these changes will be descibed at the web-site of OLR Beogradski AS Pobednik.
Art 15
Anything that is not regulated by this Regulation will be regulated by the OLR Administrative
Committe.

One Loft race
“The Belgrade ACE The Winner“
Manager
Marko Vukčević
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